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AUTOti'!'IC IN'!'ER-STATION NOISE SUPPID�SSIOl� OR SILENT '.J:'Ul'{ING 

IN'TER-ST.ATIOlJ NOISE WITH A . V . C .  SYSTEMS. Although automatic volume control 

systems produce the desired results as far as maintaining the volume output of the 

receivers nearly constant is concerned, a rather disturbing condition 

accompanies the action, and that is inter-station noise. 

As long as a station signal is tuned in, the automatic volume control 

system partially suppresses the amplification in the radio-frequency and inter- 

mediate-frequency circuits according to the increased bias on the tubes. But 

between stations when no signal voltage is being received, the automatic vol1une 

control action is not present, and there are no special potentials limiting the 

bias of the radio frequency or intermediate frequency tubes. Consequently the 

full power of the amplifying system is operative; and with the high sensitivity 

with which the modern receiver is possessed, everything tbat is picked up, 
·, 

' including all sorts of stray noises, e t c . ,  is highly amplified. The result is 

that a most annoying racket is given out by the speaker. But as soon as a 

station carrier is tuned in again, the bias is increased, the sensitivity is 

suppressed, and the noise disappears. 

Tuning such a receiver i s ,  therefore, not very pleasant under such condi- 

tions ,  for as the dial is tuned from station to station this noise is heard 

intermittently and the effect is _anything but agreeable. This trouble was 

first remedied in some receivers by using a "muting" switch, which consisted 

merely of a push-button switch that grounded the grid or some other part of 

the audio amplifier and thus rendered it inoperative so that the receiver 

reuia.ined silent until the button was released. The objection to this method, 

of course, was that the finger had to be held on the push-button as long ae the 

set was being tuned if the noise was not wanted. 
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INTER-STATION liOISE ELIMINATION IN 
t 

THE STEWART-WARNER MODEL R-lo6 

I. F. FREQUENCY 

177.5 K. C. 

Fig. 1 

The circuit arrangement used in the Stewart-Warner Model R-106 radio 

receiver contains a number of interesting features. including a simple system 

ot inter-etation noise elimination. The circuit is  illustrated in Fig. 1 ,  

and is a standard superheterodyne with a preliminary radio frequency amplifier 

and a single intermediate frequency stage. The oscillator is coupled to the 

lat detector or mixer tube through a pick-up coil in the cathode return line • 

.A. type 59 tube connected as a pentode is used in the audio output stage. 

The 2nd detector stage. however. is of special interest. Here a type 55 

tube is used. The upper plate, it will be observed, is used as a half-wave 

rectifier detector, with resistor 26, a 500,000-ohm potentiometer, serving as 

a load. The slider of the potentiometer is connected to the grid of the triode 

unit which performs as a let audio stage. In the cathode return a 2000-ohm 

resistor R-7 is used. and the voltage drop across this resistor places a 
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constant negative bias on the detector diode plate. As a result no signal or 
r' 

noise detection can occ:ur unless the eignal voltage reaching the diode plate 

exceeds thia bias. It· is in effect a form of delayed signal detection, and the 

arrangement acts as an effective noise elimination or squelch circuit. When 

resistor .32, which is an 8000-0hm rheostat, is used in combination with the 

ma.llually operated sensitivity control, it is possible to eliminate the objec 

tionable noise that is heard when the tuning system is shifted from station to 

station. 

The second plate ie coupled to the detector plate through a .OOl-mfd. 

condenser and is used for automatic volume control. For this function the 

cathode is grounded through the 900-obm section of the voltage dividing resistor 

31,  and the circuit is closed through the 1-megobm load resistor No. 14. The 

potential drop across the 900-obm resistor biases the A.V.C.  plate 

about 15 volts negative, which means that no rectification or A .V .C .  action 

can take place until the incoming signal is built up to this value. Aleo ,  

this is the minimum signal value that. i's capable of giving.aug.io output, and 

a� station not capable of giving full audio output to the speaker, is not 

further reduced in vo Iums by the action of the A.V.C.  system. '!'his is another 

excellent exampLe of "delayed automatic volmne control", whereby weak eta-tions 

are allowed to come in with much better volume and the effects of severe fading 

are greatly minimized. 

AUTCffATIC INTER-STATION NOISE SUPPRESSION 

The autQma.tic syste� of inter-station noise suppression, or quiet automatic 

voiume control as it  is also called, is a ci.cuit -arrangement that auto1I1£1tically 

renders an A .V .C. receiver silent during the tuning process, that is while the 

tuner is being shifted from station to station. These automatic muting circuit, 
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in some cases form an entirely independe�1; _-,isya,tem, while in others they comprise 
•?- •'• I  

'Ii 

an integral part of the receiving circuit'.. Practically all automatic noiae 

suppression or "'<." systems as tr.ey are somet;j'Iles called, operate on the grid 

bias of the 1st audio stage, and the vari:0us circuits differ only in the wa;y 

in which this bias influence is produced. 

The general action of the various suppressor systems is as follows. An 

extra type 57 or 58 tube is used which is commonly referred to as the Q, or 

squelch tube. This tube is arranged so that its grid i.s aaaocda bed with the 

plate circuit of the A .V . C .  tube and its  plate circuit with the grid of the 

1st audio stage. As long as no signal is. being received, the A.V .C .  tube ,is 

ina.cti ve and the grid and cathode of thej�Q- ·�e are allowed to be at the same 

potential. Under tbese conditions the Q ·tube draws a heavy plate current tl'lat 

builds up an appreciable potential acrosa,.. a load resistor in the plate circuit. 
"· 
' 

. "' This load resistor also forms part of .tht\.i grid return circuit of the 1st audio 
• tube, and hence the potential across it becomes an additional negative bias 

that carries the grid of the audio tube q.1ear down to the plate current cut-off 

point.  This renders the tube inoperative . a c -  that no signal can pass through, 

noise or otherwise, and the receiver is silent or muted. 

When a st&tion signal is  tuned in, t�e A.V.C. tube becomes active and plate 

current flows through its load resistor, ',rhich 1 t will be remembered is also in 

the grid circuit of t h e �  tube. The resulting potential across the resistor 

then automatically biases the grid of t h e �  tu.be and causes it to draw less 

plate current. Tnis decreased plate current reduces the drop across t he plate 

resistor and decreases the bias on the 1st au�io tube so that it  can again 

function and permit signals to pass through, thereby rendering the receiver 

operative. 
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Th e �  tuoe ia thua a rel� that opera.tea between the .A..V.c. and the l�t 

audio eta.gee, .A.t no incoming signal the A. v.c. tube h inactive, b\\t the Q 

tu.be ,., over-active, aa might be eaid, and in turn render, the lat audio tube 

ailent. But with �n i?X:oming aignal the A,V.c.  tube come, into action, de- 

crease, the activity of' the Q tw:>e and this in turn pel'!llits the let audio tube 

to operate. T"ne same result is thus accomplished auto-electrically as was 

originally done IllUluall.y by means of the mu.ting switch. The suppressor systems 

used in the various commercial receivers differ primarily in the manner in 

which the Q or relay tube 11 e."tci ted. But practically all operate on the bias 

of the lat audio tube, rendering the receiver silent between station channels. 

The suppressor systems illustrated in the following commercial receivera are 

typical of the better engineered in�tallations; and if their operation is 

thoroUtghly understood, no difficulty should be experi�nced with others t ha t �  

be encountered, for the baaic operating principles are the same. 

THE ZENITH MODELS 4JO & 44o 

/J Fl'IE:OU£NCY 

(7S /f. C. 

Fig. 2 
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The Zenith Model 430 circuit (same as the.Model 440) illustrates very 

nicely the arrangement and action of the auta11a.tic inter-station noise BUP 

pressor system explained previously. As illustrated in Fig. 2 the circuit ie 

essentially a standard auperheterodyne with a pus�pull power output stage 

similar to the Model 410 discussed previously, except tlBt an additional type 

57 tube is  used as suppressor or aquelch tube. It is labeled Q.�. V .c .  ·in the 

diagram, meaning quiet automatic volume control 

The circuit arrangement and operation of - the automatic volume control tube 

are very Bimilar to tmt employed in the Zeni th Model 410: .And, ae was explained 

previously, the Q tube operates between the A.V.C. and the lat audio tubae. 

The grid of the Q tube is connected to the upper end of R-2 

the load resistor in the plate circui� of the A.V.C.  tube. In the plate circuit 

of the Q tube is the load resistor R-6. If the grid return of the lst audio 

tube is traced from the grid to the cathode return, it will be seen that R-6 

is also part of this circuit with the grid connected to ita low potential end. 

The grid return of the Q tube is closed through the variable resistor R-7. 

The circui-t can easily be traced by following the letters A,B,C,D,E,l'.  

When no signal is tuned in, the bias on the .A..V.C.  tube is such ttat little 

or no current flows in the plate circuit. Under these conditions the grid and 

cathode of the Q tube are at the same potential (except for the position of 

R-7 which will be explained a little later). and a heavy plate current is drawn 

causing an appreciable potential drop across R-6. This drop biases the grid 

of the 1st audio tube to the cut-off point, the tube is, therefore, inoperative 

and the receiver is  silent. 

When a station signal is tuned in, the R .F .  potential swings the grid of 

the A .V . C .  tube less negative, and causes it to draw some plate current. The 
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potentiu.l built up across P.-2 by tnh p La t e current bt.s.ses the grid of the Q. 

tube and causes it  to dre:r, less current, thereby reducing t.t1e po ten t ta l drop 

across R-6. This furt:r..er removes some or all ·of the exces e bias from the lst 

audio tube, allows this tube to function, and renders t ne receiver operative. 

The operation of the Q. tuo e hi tlms a straight relay or control action oe tween 

the A. V . C .  system and tbe 1st auo.i o stage. 

TBE SENSITIVI'.L'Y OR QUIE·r COlJ'l'ROL IN' Q • .l! .• V . C .  SYfTEI,:s 

�e variable resistor R-7 in Fig 2 serves somewt.at as a sensitivity control, 

for the position of ·the slider determines the effectiveness of the Q tube as 

a noise suppressor. If the slider is at the ex crene Lowe r end, the grid and 

ca thcde of the Q, tube are at the sa.rae potentie.l (cha.ssh potential) during the 

no-eigilE'.l intervals, and the tune through i ts  neavy plate current ie  most 

effective in biasing the let audio tube to the cut-off point. But if the 

slider on R-7 is moved upward, the cat node of tne Q, tuoe is put above ground 

potential. In other words, the grid is negative with respect to the catnode, 

and t.nis negative bias limits the plate current drain and also the bias on t.r,e 

let  audio tube. 

This sensitivity or quiet control is �enerally a. screwdriver adjustment 

at tbe rear of the chassis and is  set when the receiver is  ins tali ed. If tt.e 

location of the receiver is  a  noisy one as in a large city wit1: mucn inter 

ference noise, tb=i slia.er sncul.d be moved down toward the cna.sat s potential so 

that the Q. ruo e is most effective in silf3ncing the receiver during t.he no 

signal il::r.ervale. But in the open country a t grAAt distancfls from t:r:e trans 

mitting etations the slid.er can be moved upward and a oie.s placed on ti1e Q 

tuce for such complete suppressor action is  not needed. 
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The Majestic Model 290 chassis illustrated in Fig. 3 ,  also employs an 

interesting autoll8tic interstation noise suppressor circuit. The receiver is 

of the superheterodyne type, and employs a double-diode as a :full-wave rectifier 

in the 2nd detector stage. The tube is  labeled G-4-S in the diagram �d 1a a 

special Majestic tube. It is  simile..r in construction and performance to the 

lower portion or diode section of a type 55 tube. A type 58 (labeled G-58-S) 

is used as the Q or squelch tube, and a type 57 as let audio tuoe resistance 

coupled to a type 47 output pentode. 

In general performance the receiver resembles al'cy' standard auperheter�e, 

but it has a numoer of special features in the autouatic volume control and 

noise suppressor systems that are of interest at this time. As was stated 

above, the diode plates are connected for :full-wave reciification across the 

secondary of the last I .F .  transfonner. The cathode is grounded to chassis, 

and in the return line are resistor R-13 and R-14. In series With thia line 

is also an R.l'. choke which in connection With condenser C-18 continee the 
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high trequency current, to the eeoondaey circuit. The volte.ie drop aet up by 

the rectified current acro81 R-l� 1erves a1 an A.V.c. potential for the grid ot 

the I .r .  tube, while the drop aoro11 both R-14 and R-13 aerves aa an A.v.o. 

:potential for both the R.F. and lat detector tubes. 

The special Q or squelch tube ia also connected into the circuit 10 that 

ite perfornance is influenced by the A, V . o .  po ten tie.ls built up across R-13 

and R-14. The cathode of the Q tube 11 grounded directly to the oha11i1, while 

the grid ie grounded through the load resi!tors R-13 and R-14 with the filter 

reaistor R-12 in series. The plate circuit includes resistors 6 and R-16, 

and m!lkes contact with the B-supply line at the low potential end of R-20. 

'R-lb ia the normal biasing resietor for the type 57 1st audio tube, while R-6 

11 a plate load resistor that alto tonne part of the grid circuit of the lit 

audio tube. The entire network operate, in the following ma.nn r. 

When no signal is tuned in, no rectified. current flo s through the detector 

circuit and no potential exists across R-13 and R-14. As a result the grid of 

the Q tube is at zero potential, that is ,  at the same potential as the cathode, 

�nd under such conditions the tUbe draws a heavy plate current. This current 

builds up e. voltage across R-6 that automatically- acts as an. additional bias 

on the grid of the lst audio tuoe, swinging it so far negative that 1the tuoe 

is blocked and rendered inoperative. No noise can thus get through this lst 

audio tuoe, and the radio receiver is silent, even though the A.V.C. system 

permite the R.F. and I .l!' .  amplifiers to rise to maximum sensitivity. 

But when a signal ie tuned in, rectified current flows through the detector, 

and a voltage is built up across R-13 and R-14. But since these resistors 

also form part of the grid return of the Q tube, this voltage biases the tube 

negatively and causes it to draw little or no plate current. With the plate 
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current thus reduced the voltage across R-6 is cut, and the abnormal bias is 

removed from the let audio tube. This permits the tube to function so that 

1ignals can pass through and the radio set operates normally. 

The Q or squelch tube thus acts as a .relay that cuts the 1st audio tube 

in or out. With no incomi?¥; signal the relay tube draws a heavy plate current 

that biases the 1st audio tube to the cut-off point; but when a signal does 

come in, the relay tube is biased and its plate current reduced, so that the 

extra bias is  removed from the audio tube and the sienals are allowed to come 

through. If the Q tube were removed, the set would operate as an ordinary 

A.V.C.  receiver with the customary inter-station noise. 

· On account of the differences in antennas and the noise conditions in 

various "focations, such quiet A.V.C.  receivers are generally provided with an 

additional control that governs the point at which the Q or squelch tube cuts 

ln Fig. 3 this suppressor control is in the form of a 6000-ohm __ . . ......  

potentiometer (R-15) in the screen circuit of t h e �  tube. For example, when 

such a se� is installed, it is tuned to an off-station position ,  the volume 

control is turned full on, and the suppressor control set to the position of 

no suppression. The receiver is now full on and generally pl.enty of noise will 

be heard. The suppressor control is then adjusted slowly until the noise just 

stops .  An abrupt drop will occur, and the control should not be turned beyond 

this point. If ma.xinrum receiver sensitivity is wanted for distant station 

tuning and between station noise is of no account, the suppressor control 

should be turned clear off to the no suppression position. 

THE LYRIC k:ODEL $;\-91 RADIO RJWEIVER 

The Lyric Model SA-91 receiver also employs a t;rpe 55 tube in a novel 

manner, for the diodes are used as a half-wave rectifier detector that also 
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develops the necessary automatic volume control ,otential, while the triode 

section serves as a squelch tuoe for controlling the bias on the lat audio 

tube, a t;rpe 57. 

A 

ft. 

Ol�L. \i 

l! � ... 

" 

.... aw 

Fig. 4 

An inspection of the circuit ill'll,strated in Fie. 4 sho,ra the two diodes 

of the type 55 tuoe connected in parallel to one terminal of the secondary of 

the last I.!. transformer. The cathode ta connacted directly to ground, and 

the circuit continues through a 500,000-i:,hm load· resistor or potentiomP.ter, 
-, 

the slider of which is connected through a . •  Ol-mfd. condenser to the grid of 

the lst audio tube. This potentiometer, theref�re, comprises the manual volume 

control. From the potentiometer the circui.t continuM thrQu.gh a 70t000 tmd 

50,000-obm filter resistor and closes to the other !l,.dP, of. the t rannf'o ruer- 

Hcondary. 

The potential built up across the 500,000-t>hm potentiQmeter provide2 both 

the audio potential for the grid of the 57 lat audio tube ae well as the A.V.c. 

potential which is transmitted through a 1.,000,000-ohrn·filter resistor to the grid 

of the I .F. tube, and through another ei:nilnr resistor to the grid of the R.F. 
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tube. The A.V.C.  action is  thus operative on these two tubes. 

The grid of the triode section of the 55 tube is also connected to the 

low potential end of the cathode load through the same filter resistor that 

feeds the A .V . C .  potential to the grid of the I .F .  tube. The plate of the 

triode section is connected through a 170,000-ohm load resistor to the B- 

supply line. This latter resistor also forms part of the grid return of the 

1st audio tube with a 500,000-ohm filter resistor in series. The normal bias 

for the audio tube is obtained across the 300-ohm section of the voltage divider, 

for the cathode is connected to the hig� potential end and the grid return to 

the low potential end. The drop across the 7500,10,000 and 15,000-obm resistors 

constitutes the plate voltage. Plate voltage is  always measured from plate to 

cathode, screen voltage from screen to cathode, and grid bias from control 

grid to cathode. 

The entire circuit system around the 55 tube functions in the following 

manner. As long as no signal is tuned in, no rectified current flows through 

the detector circuit and no voltage exists across the load resistor. There is 

no A .V .C .  potential impressed on the R .F .  and I . F .  tube, and these tubes are 

consequently at maximum sensitivity. Plenty of noise wo1Jld then be heard in the 

speaker if it were not for the squelching action of the triode section. 

With no voltage across the load resistor ,  the grid of the triode is at 

the same potential as the cathode, and under these conditions it  is well known that 

a tube draws a heavy plate current . The heavy plate current in turn builds up 

a high voltage across the 170,000-ohm plate load resistor, and this voltage 

becomes an additive bias on the grid of the 1st audio tube, swinging it clear 

to the cut-off point and rendering it inoperative. No noise or other disturbing 

signals can thus get through. · 
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�ut when a signal is tuned in, rectified. current flows in the detector 

circuit, and voltage ie built up acroH the load. Thie voltage serves as an 

A.V.C .  potential for the R.F. and I.?. tube, and also biaeee the grid of the 

trio.de, the result being that the triode draws ver:, little if aey plate current. 

With the plate C'\lrrent down, the excess bia1 vol�e on the grid of the let 

audio tube 1e removed and tlle tube can function normally. The triode section 

thus acts as a relay which is  actuated by the load potential and which in turn 

controls the lst audio tube by regulating its biae voltage. 

The circuit iP  also provided with an additional control in the form of a 

7500-ohm rheostat at the negative end of the voltage divider for regulating the 

squelching action of the triode section. As illustrated in the diagram, when 

the control is moved to the extreme left ,  a total of 20 volts is impressed on 

the plate of the triode section and the squelching action is at D8Ximum, for 

the largest plate current can flow under these conditiona. As thv control is 

moved to the right, the plate voltage 111 reduced, Md at the extreme right 1.t 

is  reduced to zero and all squelching action 11 eliminated. 

THE LYRIC MODEL 84-lJO 

The Lyric Model SA-130 radio receiver illustrated in J'ig. 5 bas a number 

of circuit features that are really quite individual ae far as automatic 

volume control and squelch action are concerned. Three special control tubes 

are used, one for the A.V.C. and two for the squelch action • .tu.l three could 

be removed, and the receiver would then operate as a plain conventional euper 

heterodyne system. 

For automatic volume control a t;ype 57 tube 1� u1ed labeled A.G.O. ,  mean 

ing autonr:i.tic gain control. The cathode of this tube is connected to the 

--90 volt point on the divider resistor and the plate to the --3·5-volt point, 
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the net plate potential thus beifl€ 8b.5 volts. The control grid is connected 

to the lower end of the resistor which is  at --95 volts. The no?'ml!.l bias on 

tee tUbe is  thus --5 volts, sufficient to car17 it clear to the cut-off point. 

At the same time, the grid is  coupled through e .00001-m:fd condenser to the 

plate of the 2nd I .F .  tube, a No. 5s. 

The A.V.C.  system is opere.tive on the R.!. and the let and 2nd I .F.  tubes. 

1l1he cathodes of these three tubes are connected directly to ground, and the 

grid returns are brought thr�h suitable filter resistors to the --3.5-volt 

point on the divider. The normal bi.as on these tubes is  thus --3.5 volts. 

The grid return also contains a 900,000-omn rest.tor that at the same time 

�erves as a load resistor in the plate circuit. 

As long as no si5"llA.l is tuned in ,  the A.G.C. tube is under no special 

influence, and no current flows in it!  plate circuit. The R.F. and two I.F. 

tubes are then under normal bias and hence at maximum sensitivity. \'fhen a 

signal is  tuned in, ho�ever, the signal voltage in the plate circuit of the 

2nd I .F .  tube swings the grid of the A.G.C .  tube les� negative and pennits it  

to draw plate current. Voltage is  built up across the 900,000-obm load resistor 

which becomes an additive bias on the R.F. and I ,F .  tuoes, decreasing their 

sensitivity and reducing the volume proportionately. 

The squelcri system is an entirely 1ndapendent nework. The last I.F. 

transformer has a third winding that is very sharply tuned and loosely coupled 

so that it operates at practically 4-�ilocycle selectivity. It is connected 

across tl:e grid and cathode of the "channef control" tube, so-called because 

it comes into action only when the receiver is tuned to a station channel. It 

operates at a plate pressure of 86.5 volts (90--3.5) and a grid bias of 5 

volts .  both values of course depending on the aettil'l8 of the 15,000-ohro poten- 
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tiometer. In the plate circuit is a 70,000-ohm load resistor that also forms 

part of the grid return of the squelch tube, labeled "silencing tube" in the 

diagram. The plate circuit of this tube in turn extends through a 1,000,000-obm 

and a 300,000-ohm resistor to the positive B supply line. The 300,000-ohmunit 

also fonns part of the grid return of the let audio tube. The normal bias on 

this tube is estt-:olished by the 2000-ohm catil.ode resistor. The entire arrange 

ment works in the following manner. 

As long as no signal io tuned in,  the criannel control tube is under no 

external influence, and due to the high normal bias (5 vol ts) the tube is at 

the cut-off point and no plate current is flowing. Under ttese conditions 

there is no drop across the 70,000-ohm load resistor, and consequently the 

grid of the silencing tube has only the normal bias of 2 volts, and plate 

current is drawn. The plate current builds up a. potential1 across the 300,000- 

ohm resistor in the grid return of the 1st audio tube, and this potential 

becomes an additive bias on the tuoe &Winging it clee.r to the cut-off point 

where it becomes ino�erative. Hence, even though the absence of an A.V.C. 

potential brings the R.F. and r.·F. tubes to ll8Ximuro sensitivity, no noise or 

str� signals can get through the set because the 1st audio tU:Oe ia rendered 

inoperative by the silencing tube. 

However, when a signal is tuned in, the grid of the A.G.C. tube is swung 

lees negative, and the tuoe draws plate current. This builds up a voltage 

across the 900,000-onm plate load resistor .  and an additive biP.,� is  plnced on 

the gr.ids of the R.F. and I . F .  tubes, decreE>.sing the sensitivity of the t11bea 

and reducing the aignal strengt:n at the input to the second detector. 

The action of the channel control tube is particularly interesting. As 

the tuning dial i s  turned and a station channel approached, the signal will 
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begin coming in ae soon as the tuning is  Within 5 lcilocycles of the rec ne.nce 

point (assuming 10-Kc. tuning selectivity for the receiver). At this point 

the A.V.c .  action elso begins. But due to the action of the channel control 

tube, the silencing tube will not penuit the lRt audio tUbe to operate or pess 

on the signals until the tuning is within 2 kilocycles of the resonance point. 

At that point the influence beginA on the channel control tube, for the selec 

tivity of the third tuned circuit was put up to 4 Kc. ,  the grid is swung lees 

negative, and plate current -oegins to flow. The re.sulting voltage across the 

70,000-ohm load resistor further biases the grid of the silencing tUbe A.lld cuts 

off its plate current flow. This in'tu.rn removes the excess bias from the let 

audio tube, and permits it to function and pass on the 1ignals. 

The influence straight through, of course, 11  most intense at the resonance 

point, and decreases as the tuning passe1 beyond the resonance point. It 

continues for 2 kilocycles, and t11en the channel control tUbe tnfluence stops, 

t�e silencing tube becomes active, and the lit audio tube 1e rendered inoperattve. 

As far ae signal tuning is  concerned the receiver operates at 10-kilocycle 

selectivity, but ·the cirtuit controlling the gat9Wa1" through the let audio 

tube :functions at 4-kilocycle selectivity. If the channel control and the 

silencing tube were removed, the receiver would operate as a str�ight 10- 

kilocycle superheterodyne with A.V.O. action, but would be noisy between 

stations. If the A.G.O .  tUbe were aleo removed, the set would operate as a 

plain superheterodyne receiver. 

The circuit 1e also provided with the customary control for regulating 

the point of entrance of the squelching action. This control is a 15,000-ohm 

potentiometer tha.t governs the grid ·bias on the cha.nnel control tuce , As the 

control is moved downward, the grid and cathode of the channel control tube 
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approach the same potential, and the resulting heavy plate current biases the 

silencing tube to the cut-off point where i t  has no influence on the lst audio 

tube. At this point the equelcr�ng action is at minimum. Ae the control is 

moved upward, the squelching action becomes more prominent and is maximum when 

the control is at the top. 

THE BOSCE MODELS 312 & 313 

The circuit used in the Bosch Model 312 and 313 radio receivers also 

has several interesting features for automatic volume control and inter 

etation noise suppression. The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6. As is shown, 

a type 58 tube is  used as a "triple diode" to pe rf'orru simultaneously the 

functions of 2nd detector, automatic volume control, and inter-station noise 

suppression. The control grid to the cathode acts as one diode, the plate 

(with the suppressor tied to it)  to cathode as the second diode, and the 

screen grid to cathode as the third diode. 

The control grid to cathode forms the detector diode, and the circuit 

continuity is as follows: from the lower tenninal of the last I .F .  transformer 

secondary through condenser 023 to the grid, within the tube from cathode to 

grid, externally from the cathode through the transforoer secondary to 

potentiometer R-9, and finally through an R.F.  ·choke coil back to the grid of 

the tube. The A . O .  voltage in the secondary winding impresses a positive 

potential on the grid through condenser C-23 every alternate half cycle, and 

during this interval current flows thro•Jgh the circuit just outlined. In 

flowing through potentiometer R-9 it builds up an audio voltage that is picked 

up at the slider and transmitted through C-28 to the grid of the lst audio tube, 

a type 56. 

The second diode is between plate and cathode and provides the A.V.C .  
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action. The circuit continuity here is: from cathode to plate and through the 

transform.er secondary to the pin on the resistor plug connected to the brown lead, 

through R-.31 to the chassis, and finally through the load resistor R-6, back to the 

cathode. During the alternate half cycle that a positive potential is impressed on 

the plate through C-2" and C-25, current flows through this circuit outlined and 

builds up a voltage acr� is R-6. This voltage is impressed as an A.v.c. potential 

thr011gh R-5 and R-3 on the grid of the I.F. tube, and through R-5 and R-1 on the 

grid of the R.F. tube. 

The screen to cathode serves the third diode, and with the type 57 relay tube 

provides the inter-station silencing action. The circuit continuity is: from cath 

ode to screen and through the transformer secondary to the pin on the resistor plug 
I 

carrying the brown lead, then through the upper section of R-31 and back through 

the black lead, through R-8 and back to the cathode. During the alternate half 

cycles that a positive potential is impressed on the screen through C-23 and C-24, 

current flows through the circuit just outlined and builds up a voltage across R-8. 

This voltage provides a high bias on the grid of the relay tube, and swings it to 

the cut-off point so that no plate current flows. Under these conditions no vol 

tage is built up across the resistor R-11, and hence, only the normal bias exists 

on the 1st audio tube, permitting it to operate and allowing signals to pass through 

and be heard in the speaker. 

When no station signa.l is tuned in; no current flows through any of the three 

diode rectifier circuits. There is thus no detector action and no A.V .C .  potential 

is developed, and the RoF. and I.F. tubes are at maximum sensitivity. Also, with 

no current in the screen diode circuit no voltage exists across R-8, this putting 

the grid and cathode of the relay tube at the same potential. The tube thus draws 

a heavy plate current, which in turn builds up a high voltage across R-11. This 

voltage becomes an additive bias on the grid of the lst audio tube, swinging this 

tube clear to the cut-off point and rendering the set inoperative and silent. 

F.JCAMINATION QUESTIONS ON FOLLOWING PAGE 


